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Preferred Office Network, North America’s Largest and Most
Established Network of Flexible Workspaces, Announces
New Offerings of Serviced Suites for Growing Businesses
PON Continues Expanding its Coworking Reach, Now in 667 Locations with 163
Members across North America
WASHINGTON – Preferred Office Network, the nation’s largest network of flexible
workspace, today announced a new offering for companies looking for the ease and
flexibility traditionally offered in co-working but that need larger space of their own to
accommodate a growing footprint. Established well before the latest coworking boom,
PON has created a nation-wide office suites team positioned to take the hassle out of
building out an office, delivering companies with concierge-level support and
customizable services for their own office space.
PON has connected over two hundred Fortune 1000 clients to over 600 member
locations through enterprise deals across North America. In addition to meeting these
enterprise needs with no term contracts in member spaces, the PON team will support
its member operators across North America by now providing custom space options for
businesses looking to expand equipped with all the best-in-class business services
companies need.
The new offerings are full service, including space procurement, design and furnishings,
IT infrastructure, and even relocation support. PON is now able to support companies
every step of the way.

“We’ve been in the coworking industry since before it had a name, so we’ve seen trends
come and go. One thing that’s consistent is that as companies have greater success
during their time at shared office spaces, they effectively outgrow them, requiring
custom office suites. Many times there are companies with a business model or
operating structure that are best supported through coworking but their space
requirement is simply not a good fit,” said Morgan Neff, Vice President of Business
Development of PON.
With prior experience working with clients like Netflix, Dropbox and the London Stock
Exchange on custom office requirements, PON has seen how companies benefit from
the convenience of this full service approach.
“There’s a hunger for these types of services. When a company either gets too big for
coworking or was too big to begin with, they don’t want to start from scratch looking for
office space. We can often move them into an office suite within the same building as a
coworking provider, taking advantage of our built-in IT infrastructure, concierge services
and amenities,” Neff said.
With 621 locations across 293 cities in the U.S. alone, PON offers the largest flexible
workspace network nationwide. Brands such as Convene, Novel, Serendipity Labs,
Office Evolution, Premier Workspaces, Carr Workplaces, and well over one hundred
others help account for over 7.9 million square feet of office space across the United
States, Canada and Mexico. While some flexible office space companies have grown
frenetically, PON has made it a point to focus on the bottom line by only taking on
coworking providers that are financially sound.
ABOUT PREFERRED OFFICE NETWORK:
PON is the largest flexible workspace network for growing corporate clients. Its national
network of over 650 independently owned office business centers and coworking
locations provide flexibility, simplicity, and trusted one-of-a-kind solutions for enterprise
and corporate organizations. The largest network of its kind in North America, PON
offers revolutionary benefits in its over 7.9 million square feet of office space nationwide.
For more information, visit www.preferredofficenetwork.com.
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